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My competencies 

My objectives 

My added value 

Marketing, Communication, Training and an in-depth knowledge of several foreign languages, thanks also to several work 

experiences abroad, and last but not least an in-depth knowledge of the Italian language, with its complex rules and    

facets, are the areas in which I operate. With over twenty years of experience in business, especially in the Food Industry, 

in the areas of Marketing, Communication, Events, Public Relations, Customer Service and Press Office, I am able to offer 

"Solutions to communicate the best," as my company pay-off claims and synthesis of my company mission. The studies in 

Neuroscience, got to know and apply the Neuroeducation to teaching, with reference to the Theory of Multiple            

Intelligences by Howard Gardner and Brain Gym, to encourage and facilitate the learning of any subject.  

I am focused on providing customised consulting services with the highest standards of quality, my constant commitment. 

At the heart of my business objectives, which guide me in my approach to business, there is the desire to meet the needs 

of my customers in a unique and effective way. I believe that success requires an ongoing commitment to exceptional 

standards and overall performance and productivity, aimed at effective cooperation, and a willingness to evolve and   

innovate. For this reason, I strongly believe that, to be successful, the highest standards of corporate behaviour towards 

everyone I work with, are necessary.  

"Solutions to communicate the best" whatever the customer needs: Food label compliance in 23 languages, a business 

presentation, a translation, a Business English course, to be able to manage the relationships with contractors of other 

countries, in order to create new opportunities for international business. These are just some examples that create real 

added value for my clients.  

My passions 
My work is the synthesis of many of my passions such as foreign languages, communication, food and relationships with 

people of different languages and cultures. The passion to share my professional experience and put my talents at the 

service of small and large companies and help them communicate their best in the world, proposing the solutions that 

best meet their needs.  



Tailored solutions and consulting to your specific needs  

OFFERED SERVICES  

 

 Food labelling compliance, in accordance  with EU/non EU Regulations. 

 

 Translation of texts in these pair languages:  

     EN - ES – POR – FR <> IT. 

 

 Revision of texts translated by third parties. 

 

 Proofreading, editing and post-editing. 

 

 English and Spanish individual classes. 

 

 Language courses for companies. 

 

 Expert advice in Marketing and Communication. 

 

 Press-office. 

 

 

TRANSLATION: AREAS OF WORK  

 

 Marketing, Communication, Advertising, PR: 

     Press releases, company presentations and brochures. 

 

 Food & Beverage, Wine, Cooking/Culinary arts:  

      Food and Wine guides, recipes, web sites, product technical files and 

product labelling. 

 

 Tourism: brochures, catalogues and web sites.  
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Linda Lattuca Consulting 

Solutions to communicate the best 

belongs to Rosalia Lattuca 

Italian VAT No.: IT06304640821 

Mobile Ph. +39 3336300729 

Address: Via Abruzzi n. 19  — 90144 Palermo (Italy) 

www.lindalattucaconsulting.com 

lindalattuca@lindalattucaconsulting.com 

Foreign languages are one of my best strenghts, in all the areas I worked 

for: Marketing, Communication, Sales, Events, Journalism and Press-

Office.  

I'm a FOOD LABELLING COMPLIANCE EXPERT, working as a Freelan-

ce Consultant for Italian and foreign companies, such as GRANAROLO 

GROUP. I do Food Labelling Compliance in 23 languages (IT-EN-FR-DE

-ES-PT-NL-NO-SV-DK-FI-PL-RO-ET-LT-LV-EL-BG-CS-SK-HR-SLO-

AL), in accordance with EU/non EU regs.   

I'm also a FREELANCE TRANSLATOR mainly for FOOD & BEVERA-

GE, helping companies to communicate their best worldwide.  

Moreover, I'm an English and Spanish LANGUAGE TEACHER for indivi-

duals and groups, adopting new teaching techniques (Brain Gym, the 

Theory of Multiple Intelligences by Howard Gardner).  

Since 1990, I'm a FREELANCE JOURNALIST and member of the Italian 

Journalists Association as Publicist, since 1993.  

MY VALUES: Respect, Integrity, Honesty, Quality and Professionalism.  


